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ABSTRACT
In small scale leather product industry for colouring the product the conventional method is used .i.e. by brush,

some disadvantage of brush colouring is made  double layer of colour, colour spot, non-equal colour distribution occur
on product.to overcome that disadvantage we are planning to replace the brush by spray gun. There are many
advantages of spray gun like it distribute colour on product fine and proper. The leather colour is very expensive so
wastage of colour by using spray gun is decrease.

Our work is comparing the spray gun available in market with requirement or improve the gun design as per
requirement. Also design of fixture, design of table to machine as per requirement. Our aim is to minimizes the effort of
worker with accurate machine accuracy. Reduce strain, fatigue of worker. The machine is freely work in small scale
industry. The pressure for colour spraying is have to maintain within limit. For that some valve will be used.
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INTRODUCTION
Design and Development is to create a new product that turns into profit and benefits society in some way.
However, design is a sum of the specific processes, whose steps can be customize depending on the design
objectives and the product. The project contains of designing & Development of color booth for hand made
products which contain spray guns, compressor, fixtures & gear mechanism &small parts.

To achieve the objective of this project, it need a lot of knowledge and skills such as solid design software,
welding skill, drilling, grinding, and fastener about spray guns,design of spray gun, usefull  selection of
compressor,fixtures ,etc

 According to the market in small scale industry conventional painting use to painting leather products. It
means paint by brush by hand.

 Because of colour feed by brush on products is not feed continuously and colour spots are creates and also
wastage of colour is also high.

 Colour thickness on product vary and product is not well colour.

 The colour use in painting are expensive so wastage of colour means the cost of product is going to high.

COMPONENTS
1. Compressor

A typical spray gun will require low pressure, and High volume, FAR more than any standard compressor
yields. This one, for example, requires between 0-70 PSI, and 12 CFM. 12 CFM is far more than ANY
standard compressor provides, not even in bursts. Or, this one, requires 10-14 CFMSetting the air pressure to
about 28-29 PSI for clear will ensure you having great flow out. Most HVLP spray guns will use 10-14 cfm at
40 psi. This is volume of air pressure per cubic foot.
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Fig no 1.Air compressor

All of the compressors except one (Central Pneumatic 95275) provide enough pressure for framing nailers
(typically about 120 psi). But only the ones with ratings of about 2 cfm or higher will keep up with a framing
nailer when you're working at moderate speed.Convert this number to minutes. To do this, take the number of
cubic feet found in Step 7 and divide it by the number of seconds it took to pump this amount. Multiply the
result by 60 and you have the CFM of your air compressor.

2. Spray gun:

Air gun spraying. This process occurs when paint is applied to an object through the use of an air-pressurized
spray gun. The air gun has a nozzle, paint basin, and air compressor. When the trigger is pressed the paint
mixes with the compressed air stream and is released in a fine spray. set the fluid adjustment, start by
unscrewing the fluid control almost completely.

Fig no 2.Spray gun

Next, pull the trigger back to the full open position, and screw the fluid control in until you feel a force from
the back side of the trigger.Use small amounts of thinner at a time. Check paint container labels for the
manufacturer's recommended paint to paint thinner ratio. For general purpose thinning, a 3:1 or 4:1 ratio of
paint to thinner or similar ratio is appropriate. It is important to keep the amount of paint higher than the
amount of paint thinner.

3. Rotary mechanism

There are four basic types of motion in mechanical systems:

 Rotary motion is turning round in a circle, such as a wheel turning.

 Linear motion is moving in a straight line, such as on a paper trimmer.

 Reciprocating motion is moving backwards and forwards in a straight line, as in cutting with a saw.

 Oscillating motion is swinging from side to side, like a pendulum in a clock.

Chain and sprocket: A chain and sprocket changes rotary motion to linear motion - or vice versa. A wheel-
and-axle, rack-and-pinion, rope-and-pulley, screw thread, or chain-and-sprocket could also be used for this.
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Cam-and-follower:A cam-and-follower changes rotary motion to reciprocating motion. A crank, link and
slider or rack-and-pinion could also be used for this.

Peg-and-slot:A peg-and-slot changes oscillating motion to rotary motion. A crank, link and slider could be
used for this, and also to change rotary to oscillating motion. Crank, link and slider: A crank, link and slider
will change rotary motion to oscillating / reciprocating motion.
Rack-and-pinion:A rack-and-pinionchanges rotary motion to reciprocating motion. A crank, link and slider
could also be used for this. A cam-and-follower will change reciprocating to rotary motion.

WORKING METHODOLOGY
In leather product painting the conventional method for colouring of a product by using paint brush because of
this colour spot formation, double layers of colours occurs but in spray gun painting machine mentioned flaws
gets reduced.

Fig no 3. Rough sketch of setup

Machine setup consists of air spray gun,compressor,rotary mechanism, hoses, fixture, compressor compresses
the air with required pressure .further compressed air passes through needle of spray gun to the lid colour cup
here colour mixes with air and get sprayed on product through the nozzle cap.12 CFM is far more than any
standard compressor provides, not even in bursts. Hose connector is connected to hose which is further
connected to air compressor. At adjusting screw of the spray gun the spray controlled.
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FUTURE SCOPE
Replacing manual handling of spray gun programmed robotic arm will be used, the robot can spray paint in
four axis for x and y axis it has four wheel drive mechanism which have no limit of distance like usual
industrial spray painters.robot also have rotary table which can rotates its arm spray gun can paint
horizontally, vertically and continuously at a point.

Robot arm can controlled through remotes by using robotics spray painting the colour painting will be speedy
process which will automatically increase production.In future adding microprocessor robot can also be
programmed to paints specific object or area automatically

CONCLUSION:
 By using this concept the conventional coloringprocess (by brush) surely vanishes. So conclusion is to

maintain the color on products uniform and avoid color spots.

 It conclude that for high production rate it will useful.
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